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About This Game

Pivot Pilot is a challenging platformer with puzzle elements in which you take simultaneous control of a boy and a giant robot
arm. A young boy named Eli is mysteriously trapped in a testing facility and your goal is to make your way trough a series of

dangerous experiments by cooperating with the robot arm.

Avoid spikes, dodge saw blades, hide from the turrets, watch out the lasers, ride the robot arm, utilize the gravity beams and
more to escape the gruesome facility.

 Combines classic platforming with challenging robot arm controls

 40 experiments + 10 hidden arcade experiments

Get the OST from here
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http://imgfil.com/1775qc
https://steamcommunity.com/linkfilter/?url=https://jounivaljakka.bandcamp.com/album/pivot-pilot-ost
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For achievement hunters:

You shouldn\u00b4t buy this game. Because all six achievements are currently broken (at the time I write this review).. its
is♥♥♥♥♥. A good game...if you live in the 80's. The F-106 Delta Dart is a fairly good aircraft, though it isn't quite *my*
aircraft. Some pilots may excell with this aircraft and really like it, but for me, it just isn't my favorite. The quality of it is quite
good and it flies the way it should. Only downside is there's no autopilot (that I could find, at least).. Don't reference Nex
Machina. Don't reference Nex Machina. Don't reference Nex Machina. People are tired of hearing you yap about that.

Mutant Storm: Reloaded feels like a prequal to my self-titled all-time best arcade twinstick schmup Nex Machina. What we
have here is a bullet-hell game with a series of static single-screen levels. You start with three credits, and try to get as far as
you can. The only powerups are a few different weapons and a score booster. The different weapons only last a few
moments. The local co-op is cool, too.

At first bootup, this feels quite dated, but the fun is absolutely still there. What's cool about this one compared to Nex
Machina is that 1) you can run it on a toaster, and 2) it's a fraction of the price. Sadly there are no leaderboards, which can
go along way for an arcade shooter like this.

Pros:
+Regardless of how old this is, the fun is absolutely still there
+Simple to learn, difficult to master; very satisfying, too
+Any twin-stick fan should have this in their library
+Can run on a toaster

Cons:
-No leaderboards
-More modern versions of this have a bit more bells-and-whistles

For five bucks, any twin-stick fan will have a ton of fun.. Strongly recommend and a great time to buy especially now too
since the steam sale makes it 0.47p. I now have cute achievements!

Easy to complete and doesn't take up too much time :)
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. A great dlc for Hell & Damnation with a top-down view. The waves of enemies last a ridiculously long time so it can be
pretty hard. If you get any PK game though, get Black Edition because H&D is full of bugs and can even lock you into an
unfinishable level making you have to restart the entire game.. It's an interesting concept, but not much of a game. A single
playthrough should not take more than an hour, and I can't see much reason to replay it because it's a bit tedious and empty,
with no real sense of control over outcomes, no outside system to affect, no personal life to manage, and no plot. My point
isn't that games need to have these things, but it helps to have something of substance, doesn't it? This is a bit like solitaire
without the replay value.

You alternate between choosing which stories to run, and viewing little cutscenes. This happens about 12 times.

In the cutscenes, the employees gossip lightly about their realistically depressing personal lives in a way that has no clear
connection to anything you've done. These cutscenes are ignorable and don't really carry a lot of plot or character.

Editing has a few wrinkles which don't really do anything. Mostly, it is just choosing stories. Occasionally you might strike
out a paragraph to avoid making the government or whoever angry. This has no obvious cost, there is no particular
information to consider; it's just an arbitrary choice. If the person you give a story to refuses to write it, then you just choose
another. Makes you want to hire an understudy who you can just hand the stories to, and they will shop the stories around
until each one has a writer. Then there are the letters you receive, but can't read unless you drag them to exactly the right
part of the screen.

After each cycle, you get a little feedback about how the papers sold and how they shifted public opinion, for all the
difference it seems to make.

After the last cycle, you get different ending texts which might reflect your choices. Or maybe not, it's not very clear. I think
I'll skip replaying this for achievements which just meant that I sat in the chair a few more hours like this one.. Angry birds
in space with Racoon characters

Basically, you need to aim and release the mouse by considering pulling \/ pushing power in gravity. Wish I could play but I
have a vac for mw2 on my account thats 4years old and has nothing to do with csgo . : (

Edit: Still vaced, still can't play xD
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I have only played an hour of this game but I love it! It is a great concept! This is truly a mixture of FTL and Xcom, as people
have already posted. There is A LOT of potential for this game. I can't wait to see what it will develop into. If your a fan of
"said" mentioned games, then spend the 9 bucks and give it a go.. quot;Poh!" Probably one of my favorite lines. This VN leaves
you grinning from beginning to end. I give it a near ten out of ten, it is so well-written. There is no skipping; no boring parts.
You're left analyzing every line and every picture as it usually leaves clues of what is to come. Haven't completed all the arcs,
just know it is going to be a pretty long time before I'm finished.

Well done!. I liked the concept, but didn't enjoy the game. Controls and graphics are fine. But I found the darkness too limiting.
I wish you had an option to keep dim lights on or something, and maybe require flashlight to find things. Instead I got a
headache. And I also felt the levels too limiting, and no clear direction on how to progress. [2\/5 stars]. Really great game, I
would reccomend to anyone, espicially at a price so low
Edit:Still holds up. Plays the same way as F-22 Lightning 3 so everything I said  in that review also applies here. The only
problem is that there is no in-game music to set the tone.. Pretty good game
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